Ancients Secrets
in a New Beverage

S

traight from the heart of
Mother Nature’s glistening
oceans to you. For over
4000 years, pearls have been
revered as a fountain of health,
radiant beauty and longevity by
cultures around the world. Now
you can enjoy the NEW delicious,
refreshing SEKSI Pearl Infused
Beauty® drink, developed with
care by Pearl Aqua.
SEKSI is one of the most exciting
new Premium refreshments to
hit the market in years. In fact,
SEKSI is loaded with over 30
trace minerals, 17 amino acids
and 85mg of the bio-available
calcium that can help you have
optimum
body
functioning.
SEKSI comes in two flavors,
Pomegranate and Blu-Berry. Plus,
with only 15 calories, you can
enjoy a deliciously flavored SEKSI
without any guilt.

Pearl Powder is a cutting
edge and revolutionary
supplement.
SEKSI helps support your body
for natural energy. It’s a whole
new and innovative concept for
health-conscious people. Modern
science now confirms what
Ancients have proven to be true.
Pearl Powder is one of the most
potent antioxidants available.
Discover the ancient secret to
health, longevity and well being.
Enjoy as a delicious stand alone
refreshment for all ages or as a
mixer with your favorite adult
beverage.

Help us define SEKSI
We are on a quest to Define
SEKSI in the public eye. SEKSI
is changing the narrative. We
are asking our public to take a
picture or Selfie of themselves,
their friends or family with a can
of SEKSI and post it to our site.
We are throwing out the old and
creating the NEW perception of
“What is SEKSI ?”

Upload your family-friendly
picture to DefiningSEKSI.com .
We will announce our decision
on “What is SEKSI ?” at the end of
the promotion.
SEKSI is the essence of who you
are….unique in all ways. It’s a
state of being. The new cool is
simple, Be You, Be SEKSI.
Your body will thank you!

